Shadow Play Application in Children’s Wear Design
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Abstract
In the mother of traditional culture, folk traditional handicraft is rich in content and various kinds, because of various artistic expression form and the artistic expression style that has visual effect is unique. As a kind of ancient Chinese folk traditional art, shadow play is famous for its rich traditional Chinese cultural patterns, unique color combination and retro characters. Nowadays, the growth of children’s clothing market is especially bright in the market of adult clothing. But whether it is the children’s clothing derived from the foreign brands, or the brand that has been the market base in China for many years, the children’s clothes style is single, and the type of printing is not new. This research will use the performance of shadow play in children’s clothing, aiming to make children’s clothing with traditional Chinese elements.
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1. Introduction
Shadow Play art has a long history, it has deposited rich cultural connotation after all ages. It was a recreational activity for leisure in the early days, and later it became a valuable handicraft. As an important part of Chinese traditional culture, Shadow Play has profound historical and cultural connotation and the folk auspicious meaning, and it is the Chinese national culture treasure. However, as time goes by, there are not so many people know the art, and less learning about it. Apply the Shadow Play expression manners in designing children’s wear, on one hand, children and parents can know or even understand the shadow play; on the other hand, the Shadow Play elements are put into the present generation design, aims to create new clothing products, which is not only a Shadow Play art value embodiment in clothing culture, but also new national concept embodiment in modern clothing.
According to the topic, the study content is mainly detailed at two ways: Shadow Play and children’s wear. Shadow Play has a long history, it is the treasure of Chinese traditional culture, since many elements have the times sense of the times and can be popular. The element lacks fashion sense which is keeping pace with the times, so the most important is to extract this very representative element when studying Shadow Play, and apply and transform the element to inject fashion into and enhance, and promote emperament temperament on the basis of preserving its essence.

The innovation in choosing topic is mainly as followed:

First, is the style design, now most children wear has single style on the market. Traditional “princess skirts” will be accepted, but lack of new ideas, the Chinese style is also somewhat alien. So the focus is to introduce new styles, put the narrow-wide profile of the silhouette into designing clothes, and make clothes version “Shadow-Play like”.

The next is the fabric transformation. In the printed pattern clothes, use colored lines or beads to decorate the local pattern. Alternatively, attach another same layer pattern to express a three-dimensional effect.

2. Method

In order to perfectly complete the production process, we to support the study with the following research methods obtaining relevant data or materials:

1) Literature Analysis: focus on the research direction, we search and read a large number of related literatures and analyze them, and the conclusions are summarized. These literatures will provide a solid and systematic theoretical support for the study.

2) Cultural Investigation: Cultural investigation are mainly divided into two parts. On one hand, every year there will be many children’s clothing brand fashion shows on Fashion Week, we can grasp the
fashion trends through accurate viewing these shows. The information keep clothes more in line with
fashion trend and advance with the times. For the previous children’s wear show, you can watch videos
on the Internet. On the other hand, you can watch exhibitions, aiming at the research direction, mainly
two themes shows are suitable. One is the clothing element, you can understand the origin and the
development of fashion clothes and the design will inspire you. The other is something related to
Shadow Play, information on the network can only be used as reference, you can have more close
contact contact Shadow Play through the exhibitions, so as to observe more details and apply it in
clothing.
3) Market Research. For this theme, the research focuses on going to all kinds of children’s clothing
brand stores, and seeing the clothes style, texture and printing type. If there are no physical stores
surrounding, you enter their official website to learn their clothes styles and materials. There is also a
very important place for research is the children’s clothing wholesale market, the markets can be the
most intuitive observation places, you can know various demand styles. Besides children’s ware, you
also need to understand the use of Chinese elements in clothes, whether in foreign advanced custom
brand or domestic local brand. Make a summary, learn from where it is worth learning, and make
analogy.

According to the characteristics of the Shadow Play, extract the appropriate parts of and combine them
with designing clothes, the design plans are as followed:
1) Profile Application. Use the “narrow and wide” feature in shadow puppetry, by shrinking the
shoulders, enlarging the dress or trouser legs to form a visual sensation, which is expressed as up small
and down large. Also, without changing the narrow wide premise, shrink the waist to highlight the
clothing lines.
2) Fabric Apply. The Shadow Play is made of sheepskin, donkey skin as based skins. The audience
group are children, but the fabric is not directly used to contact with children’s skin. Then cotton, silk
and polyester fiber are the first choice for clothing fabrics. But in order to respond to the theme, the
artificial leather is cut, hollowed out or spliced as the details to decorate clothes.
3) Color Apply. The color principle lies at the five Elements in civil attention: red, yellow, white, blue,
black. Yellow is the color of the leather, and the white is the yarn. So during this design, we plan white
as the main color, and the shadow printings are mainly colored with red, blue, black.
4) Pattern Apply. Patterns can be used in two ways, one is decorating all types overall image directly on
the clothes cuff, neckline or waist and other places. The other way is using shadow play graphics.
Shadow play graphics contain a lot of folklore, and the folklore is often expressed through people’s
faith to the totem or folk mascot, combine and splic such graphics to make printing on the clothes.
3. Conclusion

Shadow Play has a long history, but as time goes by, there are fewer people who know and even learn about the art. Applying Shadow Play on children’s wear can be regarded as a heritage, so children can understand the spread of traditional Chinese culture at a young age. At the same time, producing this clothes and even creating brands has become unique children’s clothing with Chinese elements. This clothing not only connects with Chinese culture, but also is closely combined with fashion.
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